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46. A Remark on Bounded Reinhardt Domains

By Akio KODAMA*)
Department of Mathematics, Akita University

(Communicated by Kunihiko KODAIRA, M. . A., Sept. 12, 1978)

Introduction. Let D be a domain in N-complex Euclidian space
CN. We denote by Aut (D) the group of all biholomorphic automor-
phisms of D. In this note we prove the following

Theorem. Let D be a bounded Reinhardt domain in CN. Suppose
that there exists a compact subset K of D such that Aut (D).K=D.
Then D is holomorphically equivalent to a finite product of unit open
balls BCn’ (l_<_i<_r)" DBI... Br.

Our proof is based on a recent work on bounded Reinhardt domains
in C due to Sunada [3].

In the theory of bounded domains in C there is an outstanding
conjecture as follows (cf. [2, p. 128])" If D is a bounded domain in
C and if there exists a discrete subgroup F of Aut (D) such that
D/F is compact, then D is homogeneous. In Vey [5], it was shown
that this conjecture is true in the case when D is a generalized Siegel
domain in CC in the sense of Kaup, Matsushima and Ochiai [1].
So far .as the author knows, this seems to be the only known result
concerning this conjecture. Our result shows that, in the special case
in which D is a bounded Reinhardt domain in C, not only the con-
jecture is true but the structure of D is. completely determined.

The author wishes to express his thanks to Professor S. Murakami
for his kind advices.

1. Sunada’s results. Let D be a bounded Reinhardt domain in
Ca. Then, by Sunada [3] there exist a coordinate system (z, ..., z)
in C and a bounded Reinhardt domain D in C with center o, the
origin of C, which is holomorphically equivalent to D and is described
as follows (see [3] or the precise notations). For (z, ..., z), we put

Z (Zn’+’’’+nt-’+l,’" Z’+’’’+’) for l<i<r,_
w=(z+’+’’’+-’+’, z++’"+0 for l<]<t,=
[Zil2--lZnl+’"+n,-,+l[2 - -Iznx+’"+n’l2,

where s----n + +n and s +mx+ +m-N. Then we have
Theorem A (Sunada [3]). (i) Denoting by Auto (D) the identity

component of the Lie group Aut (D), we put D0=Aut0 (D). o. Then we
have
Do={(z, ...,z,w, ...,w,) e CV lzl l, ...,Izl<l,w=... =w,=O}.
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(ii) D={(w,...,wt) eC-l(0,...,0, w,...,wt) eD}isabound-
ed Reinhardt domain in C-.

(iii) D= (,...,,w,...,)eC(z,...,)e

( (1--Z[2)Pl/2 (1--[Zr[2)/2 (1--[Zl[2)P/2---(1--1Zr]2)/2
Theorem B (Sunada [3]). The group Auto (D) consists o[ trans-

[ormations o[ the following type"
z,(A’z, bO (c’z, + d’)-,
wB.

where A s Ma(X), b Ma(X 1), e Mat (1 X ), d e Ma (1

(.) XA--ee=I, gb--g=--l, A_e--O.. Proof of Theorem. We may assume that D is a bounded
Neinhard domain D as in Theorem A. Under his assumption we
show he following

Lemma. get D be boded Reihardt domai i C. Spoe
tt tere eiee eomet sbeet K o D eh tat Au (D).K=D.
Te tere eiete eomet ebeet K o D seh that Au, (D). K=D.

Proof. We may suppose ha D is non-homogeneous. here
exists a subset S { r e I} of Aut (D) such tha Aug (D)--

g. Now, aeeording o Sunada [4] we can find , e Au, (D) and
in such a way ha 9r=g..1. for each g e S, where L denotes he
isoropy subgroup of Au (D) a he origin o. Indeed, since D is non-
homogeneous, he orbi Au, (D). o is of lowes dimension in he
all Au, (D)-orbigs by heorem B, i.e., dim (Au, (D). o)< dim (Auto (D)
(z, w)) for any (, w) e D--Au, (D). o. Nrom his we see

g. Au% (D). o Au, (D). o, which assures he existence of an elemen

r e Au, (D) such ha r=o-.gr e L, as is claimed. Now, since he
isoroy subgroup L is compact, he se K=L.K is also eompae in
D. We see ha his se K is a required one in our lemma. Indeed,
by our ehoiee o he elements g, and r we have

rI rI
c Auto (D). K Auto (D). KcD,

reI
and so Auto (D). K D, completing the proof.

Proof of Theorem. Put G=Aut0 (D). By virtue of Theorem A
it is enough to show that D is homogeneous. Suppose that D is non-
homogeneous. Then, the w-part appears in Theorem A. By our
lemma we may assume that G.K=D from the beginning. We define
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a mapping F’DD by
(zl, ., z, wl, ,

where D is the domain defined in Theorem A. By Theorem A F is a
well-defined continuous mapping. Thus the image F(K)--K is also
compact in D. Putting U--U(m)... U(m), we define an action
of U on D in a canonical manner and set K= U. K. Then Theorem
B assures that K is a compact subset of D. From now on, we identify
a subset A of D with the subset (o,A) of D. Now, we claim that
G.K=D. Indeed, since G.K D, for any point (z, w) e K there exists
an element g e G such that g.(z,w)=(o, ) for some e D, where
(z,w)=(z, ...,z,w, ...,w) and =(, ..., ). Let

"z(Az + b) (cz+ d)-( ) g
[wB. (cz+ d)-.w.

Then we have (Az+b).(cz+dt)-=o. On the other hand, by usi.ng
the relations (.) in Theorem B we see that [cz+d[--[Az+b=l
--[z[. Thus it follows from these two equalities that cz+d]=l
--[z. Putting Ot=arg.(cz+d), we have then

(cz +d)-=exp (-- J- lpO). (1--1 zl)-i,
and hence

w B.exp p0 (1--]z])
i=l

It follows that g.(z,w)=(o,B.F(z,w)), where B=B... Bt and

B=B.exp{--()p )}e U(m) This implies that B.F(z,w)

e U.K K, and so K G.K. Therefore, by our assumption we have
D G.K= G.K. Now, we assert that G.K D=K. Once this is
shown, our proof is completed, because in this case we have a contra-
diction D=K. Now, it suffices to show that K G.K D. Take a
point of G.KD arbitrarily. Then there exist g e G and w e K
such that g.(o, w)=(o, ). When g has the explicit form as in (), we
see by a direct computation that d]=l. This means that B=B

(d)-i also belongs to U(m), and hence B=B. Bt e U. Since
i=l

K is U-invariant and =B. w, we have e K, completing the proof.
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